Welcome to a special edition of the Careers Network Bulletin for 2015. This edition is designed to provide information on new and amended courses at Deakin. As the excitement builds in anticipation for VTAC’s 2015 timely preferences period, this bulletin will provide you with the most up-to-date and relevant information for your students.

• The new Bachelor of Construction Management (Honours)/Bachelor of Property and Real Estate will commence in Trimester 1, 2016. This five-year course is a unique program in Victoria and across Australia. Students will commence the course at the Melbourne Burwood Campus and then complete their fourth and fifth years at the Geelong Waterfront Campus. For more information, visit deakin.edu.au/future-students/courses/course.php?course=D336&stutype=local.

• Deakin’s Bachelor of Arts will offer nine new majors and minors in 2016. Students can now choose from more than 30 different study areas. The new study areas are:
  • education
  • film and television
  • gender studies
  • geography
  • motion capture
  • sport and society
  • studies of religions
  • sustainability and society
  • visual communication design.
For a full list of Bachelor of Arts study areas, visit deakin.edu.au/study-at-deakin/find-a-course/arts-humanities-and-social-sciences.

• The new fisheries and aquaculture major sequence provides students with comprehensive training in fisheries resource management, aquaculture management, and fisheries biology, with a focus on environmental sustainability, particularly renewable resource exploitation and culture of marine and freshwater species. It available within the Bachelor of Science at the Warrnambool Campus, replacing the discontinued Bachelor of Fisheries and Aquaculture.
For more information, visit deakin.edu.au/study-at-deakin/find-a-course/bachelor-of-science.

• The new Bachelor of Design Technology will commence in Trimester 1, 2016. Design, entrepreneurship and innovation are the core focus of the program and, when enabled by the corresponding technologies, will provide graduates with the design and technology acumen that is highly sought-after by industry.
For more information, visit deakin.edu.au/study-at-deakin/find-a-course/design-technology.

REMINDER: DON’T FORGET DEAKIN OPEN DAYS!

Thank you to those of you who attended Deakin’s hugely successful Warrnambool Open Day on Sunday 2 August.
Help your students open their mind to a different perspective by encouraging them to attend the upcoming Deakin Open Days. Our remaining 2015 Open Day dates are:

• Geelong Waurn Ponds and Geelong Waterfront Campuses, Sunday 9 August, 9 am–3 pm
• Melbourne Burwood Campus, Sunday 23 August, 9 am–4 pm
For more information, visit openday.deakin.edu.au.
Deakin University’s Centre for Advanced Design in Engineering Training (CADET) at the Geelong Waurn Ponds Campus is now open! The long-awaited facility offers some of the best future-focused engineering and design facilities and advanced training capabilities in the Australian university sector. For more information, visit deakin.edu.au/engineering/cadet.

NEW CAMPUS OFFERINGS
(FROM TRIMESTER 1, 2016)

- All four undergraduate engineering courses (civil, electrical and electronics, mechanical and mechatronics) will now offer first year only at the Melbourne Burwood Campus with the remainder of the course to be completed at the Geelong Waurn Ponds Campus or via the Cloud (Online) Campus.
- The Bachelor of Science will be offered at the Warrnambool Campus for with major sequences available in:
  - freshwater biology
  - mathematical modelling – via cloud (online) study
  - fisheries and aquaculture.
- The popular Bachelor of Exercise and Sport Science/Bachelor of Business (Sports Management) combined course will be offered at the Geelong Waurn Ponds Campus, as well as the Melbourne Burwood Campus.

DEAKIN SEAS ONLINE CALCULATOR

Deakin is committed to providing opportunities to access higher education for students whose education may have been disadvantaged for various reasons. Students can use the SEAS calculator on the Deakin website to see how their SEAS application may affect their Deakin adjusted ATAR.

For more information, visit deakin.edu.au/study-at-deakin/apply/apply-for-a-course-undergraduate/access-and-equity-program/seas-calculator.
New entry requirements
The admission requirements for the following creative arts courses will now include a folio:
- Bachelor of Creative Arts (Photography)
- Bachelor of Creative Arts (Visual Arts)
- Bachelor of Creative Arts (Visual Communication Design).

To be eligible for the above courses, students must submit a digital folio in addition to their VTAC application. This is an exciting change as it allows students to showcase their talents and provide examples of their work, before entering into the course. Please note, this change does not affect the major sequences within the Bachelor of Arts. For more information, please visit deakin.edu.au/create.

Course discontinuation
Bachelor of Fisheries and Aquaculture has been discontinued from Trimester 1, 2016.

Students interested in studying fisheries and aquaculture may enrol in the Bachelor of Science (S320) majoring in fisheries and aquaculture.

For more information, visit deakin.edu.au/study-at-deakin/find-a-course/bachelor-of-science.

DID YOU KNOW?
The Bachelor of Health Sciences now includes an optional work-based practicum unit for third-year students, in the areas of health promotion, families, disability, environment and sustainability. Students undertake 120 hours or 15 days experience in a workplace of their preference, establishing professional networks and obtaining valuable hands-on experience before they graduate.

For more information, visit deakin.edu.au/health-social-development/practice-education-and-fieldwork/health-sciences-practicum.

Alternative entry pathway to optometry
From 2016, an alternative entry pathway to Deakin’s Bachelor of Vision Science/Master of Optometry will be available to applicants who completed their Year 12 studies at a school located in any non-metro area of Australia or from within the City of Greater Geelong. The entry scheme has a separate VTAC code (1400310261).

For more information, visit deakin.edu.au/medicine/optometry.

Deakin University is excited to present CAPTURE – a VCE photography prize to celebrate the suite of creative arts courses at the Geelong Waterfront Campus.

If you know any VCE photography enthusiasts, encourage them to submit their work to CAPTURE and see where their talent could take them. Finalist images will be exhibited at the Wyndham Gallery and printed professionally on archival paper for entrants to keep. The prize will be judged by industry professionals.

Entries are now open and close on 23 August. For more information, visit deakin.edu.au/photography.